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In avocados the developm ent of the two sexes in the her maphrod ite flowers is so regulated that the many flowers open on
the entire tree function only as females during certain hours of
the day and only as males during certain other hours of that
* Avocados or alligator pears are evergreen trees of the laurel family (Lauraceae)
indigenous to tropical America. Those in cultivation at the present time embrace at
least three somewhat distinct races derived evidently from what has been considered
as two somewhat closely related species of the genus Persea. Apparently avocados
were grown during early pre-Columb ian time as an important food crop in Central
America and Mexico with later introduction into portions of South America and the
West Indies. More recently their culture has spread into various tropical countries
of the Old World and particularly has their culture become an important horticultural industry in Florida and California, with promise of much further development .
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same day. This alternation of the sexes for th entire tre continues day after day with a regularity that gr atly limits or even
entirely prevents both the self-pollinati on of individual flowers
and pollination from one flow r to anoth r ( close-pollinat ion) on
the same tree or on different trees of the same clonal variety.
But what is still more remarkable, c rtain plants (individual
seedlings and clonal varieties as such) are female during the
hours of the day when other plants are male and then there is a
reversal of sex in each for other hours of that same day. These
reciprocating changes in sex provide chances for mutual crosspollination between certain plants.
The flowers are perfect, relatively simple, and very uniform
in structure throughout the species or group of species represented in the cultivated avocados. The adaptation for cros -pollination is accomplished by physiolo()'ical regulation. The daily
rhythmic alternation of sexes (synchronous dicho 0 ·amy) for the
entire plant and the reciprocation of these changes in certain
groups of plants reach a perfection of physiological regulation
in avocados that is unapproach d, as far as i now known, in any
other group of plants.
How

SL:T CHRONOUS DICHOGAMY IS ACHIEVED I

AVOCADOS

The manner in w ich synchronous dicho()'amy is accomplished
in avocados may be explained by tracing the events in the behavior· of the flowers of a single tr e throu 0 ·hout an entire day
during a period of favorable weather. For this purpose a tree
of the Taylor variety (a clonal variety) may be s lected.
In the hours of early morning no flower are open anywhere
on the tree but during the early forenoon flow rs begin to open
here and there in the various clust rs of flow r buds all over the
tree. In the opening of a flower, the six leaf-like se 0 m nts of the
perianth separate and bend outward. The two set of six outer
and three inner stamens follow and when the flower is fully
open these stand nearly at right an()'les to the main axis of the
pistil as seen in the open flow rs hown in PLATE 24. This leaves
the pistil standing erect, alone, con picuou and fully exposed,
with the slightly enlarged end (the tigma) white, fresh and soon
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ready to receive pollen. . . ectar app ars as a glistening :film over
the surface of the inner set of three nectaries, which stand from
between the inner set of stamens. Now bees and other insects
seeking nectar can scarcely fail to brush against the stigma of
the pistil. The pistil is ready for pollination but no pollen is
being shed from the stamens of the flower. The flower is for the
time being functioning only as a female.
Directing attention to the numerous flowers open on this tree
of the Taylor variety during this forenoon, one finds that all the
flowers are in the same condition as the flower just described.
No flowers are sh dding pollen. All the flowers have the pistils
ready for pollination. The entire tree function as a female onl
and this condition continues throughout the entire forenoon.
About midday this set of flowers closes without having shed
pollen. In doing this the perianth segments fold inward over the
pistil until the flower is completely and tightly closed (see at 3
in PLATES 25 and 26. Thus an entire set of flowers, numbering
for a large tree in the maximum of blooming more than a thousand, has been open and in the female stage during several hour
of the forenoon and during midday these flowers have all closed
almost in unison.
During the hours of midday and while the :flowers which were
open during the forenoon are in the final processes of closing, the
flowers of another set begin to open. To a casual observer it
would doubtless appear that the same flowers open in the forenoon merely continue open during the afternoon. In fact unless
individual flowers are tagged for identification in further observation the complete midday shift of sets of flowers would probably not be discovered ev n und r rather close observation. In
the only observations on flower behavior in avocados published
previously to those of the ·writer (Nirody, 1922) this shift of
sets of flowers was not observed for any 'of the varieties that
have the same daily sequence as the Taylor variety.
The flowers of the set opening for the afternoon are distinctly
different in appearance from the set open during the forenoon
( see PLATE 25). The stamens are noticeably larger and somewhat longer. The inn r three tand er ct in the middle of the
flower around and overtopping the pistil. The end of the pistil
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is frequently dark colored and sometim it is hriv 1 d and
dead. The outer set of six: stam ns stand at an angle of about
ot long after these flower are open, pollen b gins to be
45 °.
hed.
The pollen is ingeniou 1 lift d out of ach of the four chambers of an anther by a spoon- haped valve that opens quite like a
trap door and bends upward. A om what ticky ma of pollen
is gently held within the infold d margin of each valve, somewhat as one might hold a ball of popcorn in an uprai ed hand.
Thus the nine rod-shaped stamen of each flower tand bristling
in different directions with poll n ., posed in several directions
from their summits ( e 4 in PL TES 25 and 26). Belo,, at the
base of the outer set of stamen and betwe n the stamen , a set
of short-stemm d dome- hap d nectari s excrete thick film of
nectar. In th ir effort to obtain this nectar bee and oth r insects climb over the stamens, pu h in b tw n them and their
hairy bodies become more or less meared with the sticky pollen.
But if pollen i not carri d away by insects the sticky ubstance
about and between the grains harden and binds the pollen
grain of ach valve into a dry cak d ma which th n soon falls
to the ground.
A car ful census of the many flowers op n on the Taylor tree
during the afternoon will reveal that they are all in th same condition. They all shed pollen, th . ma., imum of h dding being
some time during the afternoon. Late in th afternoon th e
flowers close never to open a()'ain.
Thus, during the hour of daylight of a single day, two different ets of flowers open and clo e on a tree of the Taylor
variety. The flowers which are op n durin()' the forenoon function only as f male , those op n during th aft rnoon function
as males.
The differences in th se two et of flow r , and th ir relations to ach oth r, b com clear when the normal lif -hi tor or
cycle of a single set is trac d. Th et whi h is op n during the
forenoon closes around midday and remains closed durin()' that
afternoon, the ni()'ht followin()', and the n ., t forenoon. In normal
flower-b havior a t of flow r i open for the fir t or female
opening during the forenoon of each day and is open for the
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second or male opening on the afternoon of the following day.
There are two distinct and separate periods of anthesis, a condition which may be designated as dianthesis. Between the two
periods of opening the set is closed for an interval of about
twenty-four hours and the entire time from the beginning of the
first opening to the end of the second opening ( the cycle of dianthesis of the set) covers slightly less than thirty-six hours.
The sequence of sets continues regularly under favorable
weather conditions and brings two different sets into opening
each day. The forenoon set is open for the first or femal opening and ·will open again on the afternoon of the following day to
shed pollen. The aft rnoon set has had the first opening during
the forenoon of the day before. Each flower is perfect, it has two
distinct periods of being open, it is female during the first opening and male during the second opening. The physiological regulation is seen first in the development of the two sexes in each
flower at different times ( dichogamy) and second in the coordination of this development among entire sets of flowers so that
the dichogamy is synchronous for the tree as a whole.
THE TWO TYPES OF DAILY SEQUENCE IN THE ALTER ATION
OF SEXES

A general survey of many seedlino-s and many named clonal
varieties of avocados, including Guatemalan, Mexican, and West
Indian types and hybrids between these, growing in California
and in Florida, indicate that th y may all be grouped into two
main classes with respect to the daily changes of sex in the
flowers. About half of them behave similarly to the trees of the
Taylor variety described above and these may be grouped together and designated as Class A. In the _other group of seedlings and varietieR ( Class B) the sequence in the daily alternation of two sets of flowers is the reverse of that of Class A. For
these the second-period or male openin°· of sets of flowers is,
normally, in the forenoon, and their first-period or female opening is in the afternoon.
The relative flower behavior of the two groups may be shown
by comparing flowers of two varieties such as Taylor and
Panchoy.
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In the for enoon, while flowers of Taylor are in the first period
or female anthesis, the flowers of Panchoy are all of the secondperiod or male opening (upper photo of PLATE 26). Trees of Panchoy are shedding pollen during the forenoon while the flowers
of trees of Taylor ·a re most ready to be pollinated. During midday an alternation o·r change in sets occurs for each and then
in the afternoon the flowers open on Panchoy are in the first
period or female opening while the flowers open on Taylor are
all of the second period or male opening ( see lower photo of
PLATE 26). These tvrn varieties are, ther fore, reciprocating in
their daily alternations of sex. Taylor is female while Panchoy
is male and then while Taylor is male Panchoy is female-all
during the hours of a single day.
Extending the observation to trees of other varieties growing side by side one finds that the daily behavior of flowers is
either like that of Taylor or similar to that of Panchoy. This
is readily revealed when the daily sequence in the flower behavior
of a number of varieties ( all clonal varieties) is shown diagrama tically as in CHART 1. The observations there recorded are for
trees growing in the same orchard or in a nearby one and are all
for the same day, which was one of a series of warm sunny days
on which the flower behavior may be considered as most nearly
normal.
It may be stated that in obtainino- such records as are shown
in the various charts accompanying this report observations
were made from tree to tree as quickly as po sibl , especially
during the midday shift of sets. These were checked on squared
paper for fifteen-minute intervals. If, for example, fl.ow rs were
not open on a tree at 8 :05 but were open rather abundantly at a
next visit at 8 :25 the start of opening was credited to 8 :15. If
at 12 :20 first-period flovvers were rapidly closing and at 12 :40
they were all closed the time of closing was checked for 12 :30.
Thus in the charts there is rarely an error of 15 minutes, and for
the majority of cases the start of opening and the end of closing
of sets is given within five minutes of the correct time.
This record (see explanation of chart for symbols used) is
typical of that which may be obtained day after day during
favorable weather (see also CHARTS 2, 3, and 4). Such records
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reveal the o-en ral rules of the normal flower-b havior during the
hours between sunrise and sunset in a single day.
1. For all varieties there are two different s ts of flowers
open during the day. The flowers of one set function as females,
those of the othe~ as males. Each set opens and closes in unison
and the two sets are open during different hours of the day.
While there is frequently a short interval of overlap of the two
sets during the shift in midday, the rule is that no pollen is shed
while flowers in the female condition are open. Pollen is lacking
for a time after flowers open for the econd period and then it is
scant for a time. Later the maximum of pollen shedding is
reached after which pollen again becomes increasingly scarce.
Unle s pollen is carrjed away by insects the masses of pollen
harden and become dried into little balls that fall to the ground.
It seem mo t probable that the pi til are not fully receptive
for fertilization during the entire time flowers are open for the
first period and that a line representing th ir most receptive condition would be much shorter than is shown in the various charts.
But considering the entire periods of opening, in every case the
synchronous alternatjon of sex most decidedly limits self- and
close-pollina tion.
2. The varieties fall into two o-roups which reciprocate with
respect to the relative sequence of the daily alternation in the
development of the two se res. The members of one group are
female in the forenoon and male in the afternoon while the members of the other group are male in the forenoon and female in
the afternoon.
LIST OF THE MOST IMPORTANT VARIETIES ACCORD! G TO THE
DAILY EQUE CE OF DIA :rTHESIS

A. Varieties that normally have flowers open for the first or
female opening in the forenoon and flowers open for the second
or male opening in the afternoon :
Atlixco
Baker
Baldwin
B nik

Butl r
Cantel
California
Trapp

Challenge
1
low r
Colorado
Dickinson

Dickey
El Pre idente
Family
Gottfried
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Grande
Hawaii
Kanan
Kashlan
Lulu
Manik
Mayapan

Murrietta Green
Murrietta 2 lb.
Perfecto
Pinelli
Popenoe No. 3
Puebla

Richardson
Sharpless
Simmonds
Sinaloa
Solano
Spinks

Taft
Taylor
Ultimate
Wagner
vValdin
Wester

B. Varieties that normally have flowers open for the second

or male opening in the forenoon and flowers open for the first or
female opening in the afternoon:
Akbal
Butternut
Cabnal
Cardinal
Champion
Colla
Collins
Cook
Dorothea
Ea 0 ·le Rock
Earle's Late
El Oro
Estelle

Fuerte
Fulford
Ganter
Golden, Taft's
Hanson
Hardee
Harmon
Ishim
Itzamna
Knight
Lamat
Linda
Lyon

Ma ttair
McClure
McDonald
M serve
Montezuma
Nabal
imlioh
Nimliohson
Northrup
utmeg
Panchoy
Pollock
Queen

Rey
Rolfs ( old)
San Sebastian
Schmidt
St phen 's Choice
Surprise
Tertoh
Trapp
Tucker
Tumin
Verde
Walker
Winslow
Winslowson

One or more trees of each of the above-named varieties have
been observed in flower by the writer either in California or in
Florida. For most varieties observations of normal flower behavior were made for a number of trees and on a number of
days. In a few cases the tree or trees studied may have come
to the grower wrongly named or the identity may otherwise
have been given incorrectly. A tree called El Oro studied in
California was A in behavior and a tree of this name in Mr.
Krome 's orchard in Florida was B. A tree studied in California
under the name Ishkal was Bin flower b havior; one of this name
observed by Mr. T. Ralph Robinson (reported to the writer by
letter) at Lucerne Park, Florida, was A in flower behavior. The
normal daily sequence of sets of flowers is, of course, the same
for all trees of any of the clonal varieties of the avocados
whether grown in California or in Florida.
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The number of varieties having the A behavior is nearly
equal to the number having B behavior. There is no definite
evidence regarding the heredity of flower behavior further than
the fact that the two main classes A and B seem to exist in nearly
equal numbers.
THE CYCLES

DIANTHESIS OF THE SETS OF FLOWERS
The entire time from the first opening to the final closing of a
flower or of sets of flowers, which includes the two periods of
opening and the interval of closing between them, may be called
the complete cycle of dianthesis, the :flowering cycle, or merely
'' the cycle'' of a flower or of a set of flowers.
The striking difference in the daily behavior of the flowers of
the two main classes of avocados is that the sequence of the two
sets is reversed. This involves and is accomplished by decided
differences in the :flowering cycle of the sets of flowers with reference to the time of the day when the two periods of anthesis
occur and in respect to the length and the time of the interval
during which the flowers are closed between the two separate
openings. This is revealed by ''tagging'' some of the flowers
and tracing their behavior throughout the following day. This
method was used very generally throughout the investigations
both in California and jn Florida.
The main types of flow ring cycles thus revealed for sets of
flowers may be shown by the diagrams in CHART 5.
For the A v·a rieties ( of which Taylor, described above, is
typical) daily a set of flowers opens for the first or female opening in the for noon and then closes about noon to remain closed
for 24 hours (until the following afternoon) before opening for
the second or male opening. The cycle of a set covers about 36
hours. During the hours of sunlight each day two different sets
of flowers are in action. During the hours of darkness one set
is in the interval between the two openings ( see A in CHART 5) .
For all B varieties, in n9rmal behavior, daily a set of flowers
opens for the first or female opening in the afternoon and closes
late in the afternoon. But in respect to the further history of
the sets, there is a decid~d diversity.
OF
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For certain B varieties the rule is for each set to open for the
second time during th~ next forenoon after an interval of about
12 hours. For such sets the complete cycle is about 24 hours.
In this case but one set is in some stage of the cycle at a time
( see Bl in CHART 5) and it completes its flowering cycle alone and
while every other set is inactive. The studies indicate that this
behavior is characteris tic of certain West Indian varieties of
which Trapp may be mentioned as fairly typical. In Florida in
f925 the weather during February and March was unusually
warm and the 24-hour cycle was usual for sets of flowers on
many of the B varieties.
For certain of the B varieties, however, sets of flowers opening for the first time in the afternoon may remain closed for two
nights and one day ( of daylight) . The interval between the two
openings is 36 hours and the entire cycle covers 48 hours as
shown in B 2 of CHART 5. Under such behavior three different
sets of flowers, including the set in the interval, are in some stage
of action during each period of daylight. During the hours of
darkness two different ets are in the interval. In California ,
throughou t nea..rly all of the period of study in 1923, this was the
regular rule of sequence for B varieties under observatio n when
there was a normal daily alt rnation. The nights were, however, much cooler than in Florida. Nothing like the Florida conditions of March 1925 were experience d in California in 1923
where studies ·were made, until very late in May when the blooming of avocados was mostly over.
On trees of certain varieties the cycle of sets of flowers may
shift from 48 to 24 hours, or vice v er a in response to certain
changes in weather. It is to be noted, however, that at times
when the 48-hour schedule gives normal daily alternation of two
sets for thes varieties, certain other varieties of the B group,
such as Trapp, may be blooming on the 24-hour schedule. None
of the tender West Indian varieties which in Florida rather persistently bloom on the 24-hour cycle were available to the writer
for study in California .
It was frequently observed, especially of the Harmon and
Fuerte varieties, that a single set of flowers opening and closing
in unison for the first period will divide into two groups; part of
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the flowers will open to shed pollen the next forenoon (interval
of 12 hours) and the others will remain closed for an interval of
36 hours ( see B 3 in CHART 5) . Then, on any given forenoon,
part of the flowers of two different sets shed pollen. Those of
the older set ( of 36-hour interval) begin shedding pollen somewhat the earlier. The three types of behavior (B 1, B 2, and
B 3) may all be ob erved in a single day for different varieties
growing side by side in the same grove.
In considering the s quence of complete cycles of sets of
flowers, the varieties of the B group show the greatest diversity.
The simplest sequence seen among avocados is that with the 24hour cycle and the 12-hour interval (see B 1) and the most complex is in the splitting of single sets into groups having 24-hour
and 48-hour cycles.
It would seem that marked changes in the cycles of sets
such as are described above must have a profound influence on
the ability of flowers to function in fruit-setting entirely independently of pollination.
~To attempt is here made to indicate cycles of anthesis during
periods when off stride and irregular blooming breaks the
normal daily alternation and its regular sequence.

I DIVIDUAL OF VARIETAL DIFFERENCES I FLOWER BEHAVIOR
The various charts r cording normal daily alternation of sets
( CHARTS 1-4) reveal that noticeable variations exist among different varieties of each group A and B regarding the particular
hours in the day when the sets of flowers are open.
Thus, for the A varieties studied on February 24 ( CHART 1),
there was a difference of two hours in the time when the different
sets of first-period flowers began to open. The length of time
the e set ~ er open al o varied; for Atlixco the time was from
9 :00 . . M. to 2 :00 P . M., while for Pin lli the period was from
11 :00 A . M. to 2 :15 P. M., a difference of nearly two hours.
Even more marked differences are seen for the sets of firstperiod flowers among varieti s of the B o-roup. For some varieties, uch as Qu en and Meserve, th first-period flowers begin to
open arl in the afternoon, for oth r this, et starts to open
lat in the aft moon.
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Similar differences exist in the performance of sets open for
the second period. As a rule the periods for the two sets normally opening on any one day are closely coordinated in sequence,
especially for A varieties. But in the B varieties the sets of
second-period flowers are rather uniform throughout as to their
hours of shedding pollen, while marked differences exist as to
the sets of firsts. Thus, for example, the seconds on Meserve
and Trapp ( CHART l) act quite alike but their sets of firsts for
the same day behave very different as to time of opening.
Thus, for some varieties and particularly the A varieties,
there is normally a short period of overlap or a time when one
set is closing and another set is opening. A period of overlap
( for a reverse order of sequence) exists for some of the B varieties but for several of these, Pollock, Hardee, Trapp, Estelle,
and Taft's Golden, there is normally no overlap but a decided
lapse between openings. After the set of seconds which is open
in the forenoon is fully closed, there is a period of as long as
three hours before the day's set of firsts starts to open during
which no flowers are open. Nirody (1922) observed and reported
this condition for the varieties Fuerte, Linda, Pollock, Queen,
Trapp, and McDonald, and for all but the last named he noted
that the flowers which open late in the afternoon are from'' fresh
buds'' and that they close for the night without shedding pollen.
Evidently Nirody considered that this was merely a closing for
the night, which in these varieties is indeed the case. In none
of the A varieties did he discover the closin()' of sets of firstperiod flowers at midday and he considered that for these the
same flowers were open throughout the day for only one continuous opening.
In the various charts (1 to 4) the records are arranged with
the varieties listed in order according to the time when the firstperiod flowers start to open. This arrangement brings out the
differences that exist among varieties as to the precise time in
the same day when the two sets are open, and as to the extent
and the particular time of the period of overlap and of the period
of lapse between sets.
A comparison of the charts for different days shows clearly
that these relative differences are rather constant characteristics
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of varieties. The varieties standing first or last in the two
groups of A and B remain thus day after day with decided uniformity.
lRREG LAR AND ABNORMAL FLOWER-BEHAVIOR

The particular behavior of sets of avocado flowers, as to precise time of opening, duration of the opening, period of overlap and lapse between sets, is affected by weather conditions and
particularly by changes in temperature. In extreme cases the
entire sequence of normal behavior is thrown entirely out of
stride and the action of the flowers becomes very irregular.
When the temperatures tend to be low the hours of opening
are comparatively late in the day (CHART 3). With higher day
and night temperatures and with increasing hours of daylight
the hours are earlier ( see CHART 4). Thus the "clock" hours for
opening tend to be later during the earlier part of the season
of bloom (January and February) and earlier in the day during
April and May. This general trend to earlier hours is shown
when the daily performance of a single variety is charted for an
entire season of bloom (see CHART 9).
A change to a lower temperature at night will frequently
result in the differences recorded in CHARTS 3 and 4. Here the
relative behavior of the two sets of flowers for each variety, the
relative behavior for different varieties as such, and the relative
performance of the A and of most of the B groups remain quite
uniform. The hours of opening for all merely shift to later clock
hours.
With an increasing severity of changes in temperature, flower
behavior becomes correspondingly more abnormal until the daily
sequence of sets is thrown out of stride and the flowers belonging
to one or more s ts respond with marked irregularity.
Even under slight lowering of temperatures, for such varieties as Trapp and Taft's Golden, the first or female opening may
be omitted by an entire set or a part of a set (see in CHART 3).
Such flowers really open but once. They may then shed no pollen
at all, they may shed pollen poorly, or they may shed pollen
freely and quite fully, d pending on conditions of weather.
The first anthesis of sets of flowers may be delayed from forenoon to afternoon ( in A., varieties) and from afternoon to the fo 1-
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cond op ning of the
lowin()' forenoon (in B varieti ) and th
sets following may be corr pondin()'l d la d. On days when
this occurs th r will b a very ()'en ral and compl t rever al
record for
in th daily alt rnation normal to the varieties (
May 17 in CHART 8). Flow r in th -fir t p riod of opening may
be held in thi condition for om time, v n continuin°· thu over
night from one day to another.
t of flow r ubj t d to udd n low r t mp ratur s while
cond opening.
in the int rval xhibit irr ()'ular b havior in th
Thi may b d layed, prolong d, or v n omitted. The variou
flow r of a ingle set ma b have quit diff rentl .
decid d change from a p riod of cold inclem nt w ath r,
during which there wa mu h dela in th openin°· of s t of
flower , to warmer w ath r favorabl to normal flovv r-b havior
som time brings thr e differ nt t of flower into op nin°·
r ord for 1:~ 19 in CHART 8 .
between unri e and sun t (
In re pon e to decided chan()' in temp rature th blooming
of all varieti is thrown off-strid and mark d irr ()'ulariti appear in nearl v r a p ct of flov r b havior. Th record of
CHARTS 6 and 7 (s e explanation with chart ) ar fairl t pical
of such behavior.
omparing the sea on of bloom of 192 in Florida with that
of 1923 in California for th orchard in v hich th writer made
observation , it can b aid that in alifornia th r were many
more day of irregular b havjor.
and th t p of irr gularity
Vari ti diff r in th d T
which th y xhibit. Th ob rvation both in alifornia and
xhibit th
Florida indicat that th vari ti of th B la
great t irreo-ularity and off- trid b havior und r unfavorable
weath r condition . W ather which m r 1 d la the opening
of the two s ts on varieti of th A 0 -roup will often cau e various vari ti of the B ()'roup to continu a t of fir t op n over
ni()'ht and into th n rt da , or to kip a t of fir t , or to hav
pecially the
e
th m op n for a period durin()' th ni()'ht.
record h re ()'iven for March 4 and 5 in H RT 6.
Fr quentl durin()' irre()'ular and off- trid bloomin()' th r is
an ov rlappin°· of diff r nt t and fir t-p riod flov r ma be
h ddin()' pollen.
open at th tim second-p riod flower ar
0
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There is then an opportunity for close-pollination. When a set
of flowers skips the first period and has a single opening during
which pollen is shed, there would seem to be opportunity for selffertilization of individual flowers provided the pistils have remained receptive to the pollen. There is, however, some question as to what extent off-stride flowers can function in fertilization and fruit-setting.
The variations in blooming due to influences of weather and
the time of the sea on no doubt have an effect on pollination
r lations and on the efficiency of pollinations in the setting of
fruit. Growers frequently state that often the fruit borne by
avocados is set late in the period of bloom.
THE REGULATION OF THE :FLOWER MECHA ISM

It seems evident that the principal external stimuli affecting
the flower mechani m of avocados are light and temperature.
The rule is that during normal action the flowers are open only
during the hours of daylight. Changes in temperature, however, produce marked irregularities in the action of the flowers
irrespective of light.
The influ~nce of low temperatures was tested by submitting
branches with flowers to the cool temperatures of an ice-box.
Under such treatm nt flower that were fully op n remained
thus for hours after flowers of the same s t left on the trees had
closed. Meanwhile flowers in the interval between the two openings remained closed while those of the same set left on the tree
opened normally. Low temperatures seem to inhibit changes in
flowers as may be expected from the observations on off-stride
and irregular behavior.
Clusters of flowers were placed in an ice-box during the midday shift of sets when first-period flowers were in process of
closing and when second-period flowers were about halfway
open. In several instances the action of these two sets was
stopped and reversed. The first- period flowers returned to the
condition of being widely open and the second-period flowers returned to the fully closed condition. An extension of such
studies would no doubt reveal much regarding the influence of
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temperature on the flower mechanism and the time relations of
the reactions.
It would appear from observing the action of the flowers that
the movements of the parts involve chiefly changes in turgor
with perhaps some actual growth of certain parts. The coordinated action of sets of flowers doe not nee ssarily imply that
there is a regulation by internal stimuli. It may only involve an
identity in the constitution and condition of the many flowers
which mature in each set. But in the repeated synchronous maturity of sets there would seem to be a very fundamental coordination in the growth and development of flowers throughout the
entire plant.
Each flower normally exhibits two different actions. The
mechanism of the first opening and the mechani m of the second
opening operate und r different e.,Tternal stimuli. The same
stamens which reflex strongly in the first anthesis stand nearly
erect in the second anthesis, but in the interval between they
grow noticeably. The same segments of the perianth open and
close in quite the same manner in both openings but they reflex
more strongly and for most varieties clo e more tightly in the
first opening. The pistil evidently usually matures during the
period of the first opening, which is when the inner set of nectaries excrete nectar. The outer set of nectaries functions at the
tirr{e pollen is shed. The two ets of nectaries are, however, quite
different in appearance. Those of the inner set resemble
aborted stamens; tho e of the out r set are horter and more
rounded and dome-shaped.
In both groups of varieties (A and B), the flowers are apparently identical in general morphology and in the mechanism of
each of the two openings. Yet the conditions of light, temperature, and humidity of the forenoon or of the preceding hours
bring into simultaneous opening first-p riod flowers on A varieties and second-period flowers on B varieti s and the midday
brings a shift of sets in each in the revers ord r . Such decided
and specific differences in action can only b du to differenc s
in the inherent con titution of the two groups of varieties.
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The flower behavior of avocados xhibit an advance in development beyond the dichogamy o- n rally
n in other plants
in at lea t three important particular .
Fir t there is a definit and pronounc d int rval between two
distinct openings of ach flower. Except for 0 ·eneral periodic
closing such as night closino-s, th dichogamou flow rs of other
species ( as far as lmown) have one continuou period of opening and the flowers have what amount to a single opening.
Thi i clos 1 approach d or p rhap r alized in c rtain of
the B varieties which hav the hort t cy 1 in the action of sets
of flower ( ee CHART 5) and in which th int rval of closino- is
for one nio-ht only. From thi rath r impl and short cycle the
compl xit incr a
to c cl s having lono- r interval , giving
flowerin°· c cl s of 36 hour and 48 hour .
Furthermore, c rtain hang
in t mp rature may cau e
flower or ets of flower to kip th fir t op ning and to open
only for a ingle op ning.
nd the varieti , ith the shortest
interval are mo t liable to b have thus.
11 thi may be taken a
viden that the tend d c cle of the avocado flower with its
two period of op ning ha volv d from a impler cycle of only
one anthe is.
tud of flow r behavior in the clo e relative of
the avocados may r v al evidence on this matter.
So far as i known, in other plants dicho 0 ·amy is not excluively nchronou for the entire plant. For c rtain species having monoecious flowers, there is a t ndency for female flowers to
ripen before the male flow rs, giving som what of a seasonal
alternation in the ex of the entire plant. In pecans, for example ( e Bull tin o. 124, Georgia Exp riment tation, by
H. P . tu key) this condition is so fully developed for certain
clonal vari tie that they are decidedly elf-fruitle . But for
plants with p rf ct but dichoo-amous flower the rule i that some
flowers wm be shedding pollen while others are ready for pollination. Dnle s th re be but one flower op n at a time there is
chance for clo -pollination. For avocado this condition is
frequently en when th r i overlap of s t during off-stride
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and irregular b havior. Th a e with which thi occur may
indicate that this was the gen ral condition from which evolved
the p rfection in the daily and synchronous alt rnation of s xes
now seen in avocados.
In avocados the climax in th adaptation of dichoo-amy for
cross-pollination is e n in the reciprocation of the daily seothino- approaching this condition is known for any
quenc .
other group of plants. There ar two cla s of individual , apparently n arly equal in numb r, and th daily sequenc of one
is the reverse of the oth r . This indicat s an inher nt oro-anization with hereditary value and d .termination.
But the precise behavior i far from uniform among the individuals of ith r group. In r pect to time of the opening of
flow rs, the duration of the period of op ning, the length of the
interval and the p riod of overlap, th re ar wide difference
dlin°·s and clonal varieti .
characteristic of individual
When the behavior of vari ties is arrang d in sequence for
the time of first opening ther ar many o-radation from the
earliest of the A vari ti s to the lat t of th B varieti (see
CHART 1 to 4) . The h reditary ba is involved in th differentiation of the two groups can scarcely b consid r d as due to a
few imple units of uniform valu and a a chi v d in one st p by
a single change in her dity.
THE MALE

TERILITY OF THE COLLI

0 .LJ VARIETY

1

The Collinson vari ty is an e ' Ception amono- cultivated varieties of avocados in that it is compl tel terile as a poll n parent.
The flower have two periods of openin and th econd opening
is normally in the afternoon but the anth r r main clos d and
no pollen is hed ( see in PLATE 27). S ctions prop r ly prepared
for microscopic study reveal that the tamens are mere masses
of terile tissue.
The writ r has made ob rvations on th flowers of the
original tree of the Collin on (a eedlin°· from op n-pollinated
fruit collected at th Miami Station for Plant Introduction), of
alifornia. The fact r egard1 The writ r did not ee any trees of thi variety in
ing the male terility of ollinson w re fir t det ermined in 1925 through the joint
observations of Mr. E. M. avage and the writer.
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som of the fir t tre s propagated from its bud , and on about
thirty ollin on tr
of blooming ao- in °Tove plantings. For
om of th
tr
ob rvation wer ontinued day after day
ov r a period of more than two w k . In two instances a single
anther alve wa found lifted but no pollen was present.
Tree • of th Collinson vari ty appear to be completely impotent as poll n parent . Their flowers shed no pollen. The
fruit maturing on th m ar all the r ult of cro s-pollination
unless they develop without any pollination.
THE RE

LT

OF POLLI A.TIO

MADE BY HA D

Fruit i not r adily obtain d on avocados ev n by th most
careful pollination made by hand.
In 1alifornia s v ral thou and lf- and clo e-pollinations
w re mad by hand and in Florida sev ral hundred were made.
The elf-pollinations w re nee arily for flower sheddinopollen ither in their cond period of op ning or wh n the first
period had b n kipped. Th clo e-pollinations wer , of cour e,
mad at tim when th r wa an overlap of fir t-p riod and
second-p riod flower on th am tre . These are pr cisely the
kind of pollinations possibl wh n a tree is o-rown in i olation,
or is tented or wh n a olid block of on vari ty i grovvn.
ot
one of the flow r thu pollinated t a fruit.
But r lativ 1 f w ro -pollinations ucce d. In making su h
pollination flo er which w .r in th height of shedding pollen
were tak n from on vari .ty and th ir poll n applied directly by
rubbing th poll n ma se ov r th tio-ma of flow rs of another
vari ty op n for th first time. Th e are th pollination which
flow r behavior indicat s ar mo t lik ly to b mo t proper.
With th a i tanc of variou tud nt of Pomona Coll ge and
particularly of fr. Howard Lorb r, th writ r made 3,430 such
pollination in alifornia. Th s involv d chi fly the vari ties
Dickin on Puebla, and Taft of the A varieti and Fu rte, Harmon, and I orthrop of th B vari tie . In F bruar 500 of the e
pollination w r mad , in March 1,280, in pril 885 and in May
76 . Mo t of th m
r mad while ther wa much delayed
action in flower behavior and whil v ry littl fruit wa setting
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Many varietie of avo ado bloom o profu ly that a mall tree, uch a of
the Dickin on variety here hown, will produ many thousand of flower . Day
after day et of flower come into bloom. It i a phy i al impo ibility for the
tree to hold and matur fruit for even one per ent. of all the flower . But for
t even wh re in e t may vi it th flower abundantly.
mo t varietie few fruit
-pollination only to have mo t of the flower fall
cro
ful
car
make
may
One
promptly. Po ibly many of the flower , e pe ially when in off- tride or irregular action, are unable to yield fruit to any ort of pollination. In the end there
may be few or even no fruit on the tree.
From the flower behavior of avocado it i clear that there i a decided
rtain varietie . An madaptation for re iprocal cro -pollination between
rea e in proper ro -pollination i liable to giv in r a ed yi ld of fruit.
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in the orchards. On June 8th at the last census which the writer
was able to make, a total of 173 fruits were setting and some of
them were nearly an inch in diameter. A heavy wind storm
during the summer stripped most of the fruit from the orchard
of Mr. Thomas Sheddon in which many of the fruits were. The
pollinations were chiefly made in six rather widely separated
orchards and the writer was unable to secure data as to the
number of fruits that did mature. On June 8th fruit was developing to 5 per cent. of the flowers cro s-pollinated.
The results of the hand pollinations clearly indicate that the
relations of pollination to fruit setting are not readily to be determined for avocados b} hand pollinations as they may be for
many other types of plants. The percentages of sets thus far
obtained by this method are too low to be of much significance.
Either the pistil , or pollen, or both can not be used with success
except during a particular and perhaps very limited period, or
the pollinations are not made in the way necessary to success, or
it may be that a large nwjority of the fiowers produced are not
able to et and mature fruit to any kind of pollination!
FRUIT-SETTING BY TENTED TREES WITH BEES ENCLOSED

The extent to which avocado trees are able to produce fruit
·without cross-pollination may, jt would seem, be determined by
enclosing an entire tree in a cheesecloth house or tent during
the entire period of flowering and supplying a hive of bees to
make the pollination . This was done during the season of 1925
in the orchard of Mr. W . J . Krome at Homestead, Florida. The
data on the fruit setting were secured by Mr. Savage after the
writer had left Florida.
A tree of each of the varieties Linda, Panchoy, Taft, and
Trapp were tented. The selection of these particular varieties
was fortunate in that it allowed tests for several different types.
of flower behavior.
On May 29th, about eight weeks after the close of the blooming season the Taft tree which had been tented had seven fruits.
Two other Taft trees of about the same size standing close by
and subjected to open orchard pollination bore 44 and 68 fruit
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EXPLA ATION OF TEXT FIGURE 2
In the tenting experiments entire trees were enclo ed in a chee ecloth tent
thrnughout the period of bloom. The trips of chee e loth were overlapped and
nailed under laths to a frame so in ect could neither leave the tent nor enter
from without. A hive of bees was placed within ea h tent. The bee worked
among the flowers mo t industriously on mo t day throughout the entire period
of flowering. Under the forced in ect pollination each of the four trees tented
did mature some fruit. The larg.e t number of fruit for any tree wa 22. The
results indicate that tree of the e varieties are not able to yield full crops to
elf-pollination only.

respectively. The Panchoy tree which had been tent d bore two
fruits, while the one other tree of this vari ty in the same grove
bore 12 fruits . The tented tree of Linda had 22 fruit while nine
other trees of this variety no larger than the tented tree subjected to open orchard pollination had fruit as follows: 23, 30,
41, 55, 56, 62, 64, 88, and 138. The tree of the Trapp variety bore
18 fruits. On nine other trees of this variety, quite similar in
size and standing in the vicinity of the tented tree, there were
fruit as follows: 3, 6, 7, 8, 12, 12, 23, 24, and 64.
Each of the tented trees did set some fruit. The yields were
. low for Panchoy and Taft. Th tented tree of Trapp e med to
do as well as about half of the trees of the variety around it.
The highest yield on a tented tree, 22 for the Linda, was decidedly lower than that of other trees of this variety.
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It should be noted that the tented trees received- a highly
forced pollination. Day after day the bees worked most industriously among the flowers . On most days every flower was
probably visited many times. Obviously flowers in the second
opening had pollen liberally distributed over the pistils as soon
as pollen was shed. ·whenever there was an overlap the pistils
of flowers in the first opening had an excellent chance to be closepollinated not once as jn hand pollinations, but many times. For
Linda and Panchoy second-period flowers normally shed pollen
in the forenoon and possibly bees may have carried pollen on
their bodies from late forenoon until the time in the afternoon
when first-period flowers ·were open. For the Taft there would
be no such chance as this but only direct and almost immediate
self-pollination of second-period flowers or of close-pollination
when there was overlap, which the season's record (CHART 9)
shows rarely occurred in 1925.
For the Trapp with its first-period flowers opening late in the
afternoon (see CHARTS 3, 4, and 10) it would seem that the best
chance for fruit-setting when tented would be to self-pollination
of flowers that had opened late on the afternoon of the previous
day or had skipped this period of opening as is frequent for the
variety.
It would seem also from flower behavior that there is very
little opportunity for the first-period flowers of Trapp to be
cross:-pollinated. They open so late that there is scarcely any
pollen available from A varieties. On account of this the chances
for fruit-setting in the Trapp may be fully as good for a tented
tree as for trees in the orchard, or even much better when the
tented tree is given a hive of bees.
On the basis of flower behavior one might predict that the
flowers of Taft with their 36-hour cycle (.A. in CHART 5) and
scarcely any overlap (see CHART 9) would set very few fruits
without cross-pollination and also that Trapp with a short cycle
and frequent skipping of the first opening would be most liable
to set fruit to self-pollination accomplished during the second
period of flower opening.
There is no question that the flowers of the tented trees received bee visitations far in excess of what flowers of any
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orchard tr i likely ev r to r c iv . If tr
of thes varieti
readily s t fruit without cro -pollination, th t nted tre
should have borne heav crop .
Here the comparison of yield are b tw n t nt d trees with
abundant and almost compl t nforc d . lf- and clo e-pollination and tree submitted to open pollination. Honey bee w re
not kept in the vicinity of Mr. I rom ' orchard and th were
rarely seen in it. The orchard pollination was accompli hed by
wild insects and chiefly, it would app ar, by c rtain fli and
wasps. Proper cro s-pollination betw n A and B vari tie ma
have been fr quent or cant. For an ad quat compari on, th
results obtained for tented tre
hould b ch ck d again t tho e
obtained wh n there i repeated and abundant cro -pollination
between varieti s reciprocating in flower b havior. No such
data were obtained and uch data would b difficult to obtain.
Even when two trees of diff r nt and r ciprocatino- varieties ar
enclosed in one tent, individital bee may not fr 1 make· the
cross-vi itation nece ar to prop r pollination. Furth r matters concerning the relation of in ect to pollination of avocados has been discus ed in con id rable detail el v h re ( tout,
1924 c, and 1925).
Som re ult of tentin°· e p rim nt with avocado conducted at Point Loma, California (Clark, 1923, 1924), indicat
that under c rtain condition om vari ti ma et consid rable fruit or perhap yi ld good crop to nforced lf- and clo pollination b b es. Th daily equenc of blooming report d
for Point Loma by lark a "u ual" for Fu rte and pinks
is the irreo-ular and off-strid and exactly th r ver e of the
normal for these vari ti . Pos ibly at the Point Loma location
proximity to the ocean may ver o-en rail o-ive an off- tride
bloomino- that may om what favor fruit- ttino- to elf- and
clos -pollination.
f w vari ties of avocado will fr qu ntly t fruit for
nearly every flower. Th y will do thi wh nth flowers ar enclosed in a paper bag so that all cross-pollination is impo ible
and all in ect visitation are pr vented.
many of th s
fruits apparently contain no mbr o , th
vidently set without
pollination and fertilization. U ually th
fruit oon fall. In
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some varieties, however, seedless fruits frequently develop to
maturity on the trees. It seems highly probable that when fruits
do set in abundance many start to develop without proper pollination and that the fruits 'that do r main to maturity and develop to proper size are those whose embryos are the products of
most proper pollination and fertilization.
There is little direct evidence, experimental or otherwise, as
to the exact kind of pollination which is responsible for the fruit
that does mature on avocado trees. There is a long period of
bloom with a large number of flowers open day after day. A
very low percentage of the flowers mature fruit or in most cases
even set fruit. The percentage still remains low when one makes
most careful hand pollinations, so this method has thus far given
no very conclusive data. Possibly, when flowers are fully functional and insects are working most effectively, a few insects
make all the pollinations responsible for a full crop in a few
minutes, but what these conditions are and when they occur remain to be determined. It is most probable that these conditions are different for different varieties.
REMARKS ON THE INTERPLA TING OF AVOCADO

It is obvious that the flower behavior of avocados greatly
limits the chances for proper self- and close-pollination. If a
tree stands alone with no tree of another and reciprocating variety within insect range, there is little chance that many of the
flowers will be pollinated at the proper time.
As avocados are propagated vegetatively, the varieties are
all clonal varieties. The many trees of the variety are merely
branches derived from one original seedling and when standing
together th y daily exhibit the same action of flowers. There is
no que tion but that the proper interplanting of different varieties of avocados on the basis of their relative flower-behavior will
greatly increase the chances for proper pollination and thereby
make possible more abundant and more uniform yields of fruit.
It has been noted that certain avocado trees grown in apparent isolation may yield fair crops of fruit. But it is also well
known that many such trees have borne few or even no fruits
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year after year when all condition', xcept opportunity for
cross-pollination, wer highly favorabl to fruit production.
Varieties like Harmon, Taft, and Fuert have very generally
been hy b arers wh ,n oTown alon or in solid blocks. Yet th
Trapp i one variety that has the reputation of beino- a rath r
consi t nt b ar r . Differ nee amon°· vari ti s in ability to produce fruit to pollination within the variety are to be expect d
n in flow r b havior. Local confrom the mark d difference
ditions of weather may decid dl affect fruit-setting throuo-h
influencino- flow r behavior and thi may vary con id rably in
neral xperi nc has b en that for
different year . But th
most vari ties yi ld of fruit are fr quently low wh n v r tre
of on variety ar plant d in olid blocks.
The sole aim in int rplantino- avocados is to incr as th
yields of fruit b yond that obtain d or po 'ibl in olid block
plantings of ingle vari tie . It can do this only to the ext nt
that it corrects faulty or inad quate pollination and to accomplish this at lea t three conditions mu t be atisfied. 3
1. The int rplantino- must provid opportunity for an increase in the numb r of prop r pollinations that are possible.
This opportunity is provided for when tre s that are normally
female in the morning ar interplanted with tree that are male
in the forenoon, provided, of cour , that th y bloom togeth r
furth r election
for a considerable span of cal ndar dat s.
may be necessary in tho e cases in which the daily p riods are
characteristically early or late ( e CHART 1-4).
2. Means for effecting pollination mu t b provided and mu t
be in operation year after year. Ins cts are without doubt the
natural agents for the pollination of avocado . Hon y bees are
fond of avocado nectar, they freely visit the flowers during both
periods of their opening, and when th ir hiv s are in the vicinity
of avocado tree they are frequently een in o-reat numbers workino- among avocado flow r . But for an ins ct to ffect cro pollination it must repeat dly fly back and forth from on
variety whose flowers ar heddino- poll n to another who e
0•

3 A more complete discussion of interplanting has previou ly been printed ( tout,
1925) and also 1·eprinted in a later paper ( tout and avage, 1925) . This matter
will therefore only be briefly summarized here.
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flower are in the first or female opening. Observations indicate that individual honey bees may not do this freely.
3. The pollinations when made must result in fertilization if
there is to be s tting of fruit. Th re seems to be some vidence
from fi ld planting which ugge, ts that certain varieties cro sfertilize more r adily than others but whether this involves
mer ly increa d cross-pollinations or affinities in fertilization is
not now known.
At the pr s nt time there i no rule of thumb for the interplanting of avocados that will in ure unqualified success. On
the basis of flov, er b havior alone, the orchardist mak s no mistake to interplant very vari ty and to choose one or more pairs
for the interplanting whose r ciprocating flower behavior provides chances for abundant cross-pollination.
Any interplanting on thi basis is better than none at all.
The grower ma not imm diately hit upon the best combination
which (1) provides the best opportunity for abundant crosspollination, (2) encourages and facilitat s cross-visitations by
insects, and (3) involves strong affinities in fertilization, but he
will be no worse off than if solid blocks are planted and he stands
a good chance to increase fruit production.
It is to be emphasized that interplanting aims only to correct
fruitlessness that is due to faulty or inadequate pollination. The
many nvironmental and cultural conditions that affect or determine production of fruit must be met. They exist quite apart
from, independ ntly of, and in addition to the problems of
proper pollination and they very frequently limit production of
fruit when all the conditions for proper pollination are fully
satisfied.
While envirori.m~ntal conditions and cultural treatment
greatly influence the holding and the maturing of fruit, the setting of fruits most likely to mature depends without a doubt on
proper pollination. That an increase in proper pollinations is
to be accomplished through cross-pollination is obvious. That
this is to be promoted through proper int rplanting with consideration of flower behavior i also fully obvious.
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In this report the aim is to present in one paper the most
important facts thus far determined regarding flower behavior
in avocados, together with more ample illustration by photographs and charts than has hitherto been possible. "\i\Thile this
report includes many new data obtained in Florida for varieties
not available in· California, there is necessarily some repetition
from papers previously published. But for the most part these
papers are in publications not readily available in botanical
libraries.
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26, 1926.)-A. B. STOUT.
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EXPLANATIO

OF PLATE 2-4

During normal flower-behavior each avocado flower opens for two
different period . The appearance during the first anthe i i show~ here
( enlarO'ed about 2 times ) . The stamens do not shed pollen but stand
away from the pi til, leaving it exposed and in a po ition to be pollinated.
As shown in the in ert, the tigmatic· end of the pistil i white and evidently in a condition for pollination. The shape and ize of the stigma
differ for different varieties and its structure is rather intricate and
delicate. During this fir t opening the flower functions only as a female.
The flowers here shown are of the Taylor variety and the picture
wa taken at 10 :00 A. M. In this variety a et of flowers i open in the
first or female opening for several hours ach forenoon. These flowers
close during midday and open for the second or male opening during the
afternoon of the following day.
The male · and female organ in each flower develop at different time
(a condition known as dichogamy). This limit or prevent elf-pollination of individual flowers.
At a is. shown a pistil with fre h tigmatic urface a it appears in the
first anthesis.
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EXPLA.NA.TIO OF PLATE 25
In the econd or male anthe is, avocado flow r are a hown here.
The contrast to their appearance in the fir t opening is marked ( compare with PLATE 24). Now the tamen are larger and they are more erect.
Part of them stand above and closely about the pi til, which i often di colored and shriveled, as shown in the upper insert. During the second
opening pollen is shed by uplifted valves hown here and in the lower
insert. In its second opening the flower functions as a male.
The principal stages in the cycle of dianthesis typical of each flower
of any avocado tree may be traced in the PLATES 25 and 26 as follow :
o. 1. ].,lower bud not yet old enough to open.
o. 2. Flower in the first or female opening.
No. 3. Flowers that have been open for the first period and are now
closed in the interval before it is time to open for their ·second period.
o. 4. Flowers open for the second or male opening.
No. 5. Flowers closed after the second opening. The cycle of flower
behavior is complete.
The flowers ( except the in erts) here shown are of the Taylor variety
and the picture was ta.ken at 3 :00 P. 1\f. In this variety normally all the
flowers open in the afternoon are tho e open for the second time. The
entire tree functions only as a male in the afternoon. The dichogamy is
synchronous. This condition greatly limits or even prevents pollination
between flowers of the same tre or of trees of the same clonal variety.
A.t bis shown a pistil at the time of the second anthesis, exhibiting the
dead and shriveled tip as it frequently appear at this time.
A.t c are shown several stamens with uplifted valves on which pollen
is exposed.
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EXPLA IATIO OF PLATE 26
The reciprocal alternations in the development of sexes as they normally occur each day in the two main group of avocados are here well
shown.
Flowers of Taylor, typical of the A varieties, are shown at the right.
Flowers of Panchoy, representative of the B varieties, are shown at the
left. The upper photo is typical for the forenoon, the lower typical for
the afternoon. In each photo the two branches were photographed together at the same moment.
In the forenoon, on trees of Panchoy, only flowers in the second or
male opening are open and on trees of Taylor only flowers in the first
or female opening are open. During midday a shift of ets occurs in each
and then in the afternoon the trees of Taylor become male while those of
Panchoy become female.
The daily sequence of sets of flower for Taylor is the reverse of that
for Panchoy. In general and under normal flower action the daily sequence of sexes in avocados is either as here shown for Panchoy or as for
Taylor. The reciprocating alternations of sex provide for cros -pollination between members of the two groups.
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OF PLATE 27
EXPLA ATIO
variety for which the normal
Trapp
the
of
Upper photo. Flowers
cycle of dianthesis of each flower and the daily sequence of sets are as
follows:
A set of flowers begins to open for the first time late in the afternoon
-usually not earlier than 3: 00 P. M. Then they appear as shown at 2'
on the branch at the left. An hour or so later the flowers are as seen
at 2 on the branch in the middle. These flowers close during the night
and then the same flowers open for their second or male opening the following forenoon, when they are as at 4 on branch to the right. Only one
set of flowers is in action at a time and there is no overlap of sets with
opportunity for close-pollination. 'J.1he opening for the first time late in
the afternoon almost prohibits cross-pollination from any of the A varieties (see CHARTS 1 to 4) throughout most of the blooming season. But
the cycle of sets of flowers is much horter than that of A varieties
and of some B varieties (see B 1, CHART 5) so it seems highly probable
that fruit may set on Trapp to self-pollination while flowers are shedding
pollen.
Lower photo. The flowers of the Collin on variety have two periods of
opening quite as in other varieties. Stamens are present but they shed
·
no pollen.
At the left is a flowerinO' branch of this variety with four flower fully
open for the second opening. At the right is shown somewhat enlarged
a flower of Collinson (left) by the side of a second-period flower of Taylor
(right) as the two appear in the afternoon. The uplifted valves carrying
out pollen may be seen as finger-like projections from anthers of the
Taylor flower. No such valves open from anthers of flower of Collinson.
The anthers remain intact and studie of their structure show them to be
merely masses of sterile tissue. The Collinson variety is male sterile.
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TIO OF PL TE 2
EXPL
1. During irreO'ular flower-behavior, flower are frequently hedding
pollen (flower at lower left) whil others on the same branch are open
for the first or female op ninO' ( e flowers at apex of branch). Then
ther i chance for clo e-pollination. uch pollination do not ne e arily
in ure etting of fruit.
2. For ome varietie fruit often tart to matur to nearly very
flower, but mo t of the e fruits oon fall and at the harv t the crop may
be cant. Thi condition ha 1 d man grow rs of a o ado to belie e
that the main problem in avocado rowing i to provid ultural conditions which enable trees to hold and mature fruit. Thi may often be
the ca e. 1'he flower b havior of the e varietie i A or B a for other
vari ti and i as full di hoO'amou . In certain te t , the fruit set
wh n the flower had been enclo ed in ba . Furth r te t ar needed
to d t rmine if in these vari ti s fruit will tart to d v lop without pollination or with only elf-pollination and wh th r ad qua e yield may be
had without ros -pollination.
3 and 4. The flow r of avocado are borne on lat ral branche .
yi lding flower for a time the main axi may produce a few leav
then re ume flowering, as hown h re. When th flowerinO' period i ov r,
nearly alway an end bud emerg a a vegetativ bud, a shown at 4.
The fruit therefore han from main tern which are leafy at th ir tip .
Th cluster of flowerinO' bran h may ontinue to bloom for ev ral
week or even months. If a many a two fruit matur in ea h clu ter,
the tree bear a large crop. An increa e in the numb r of flower that
are properly ro s-pollinat <l will without a doubt 1 ad to r at r tting
o.f fruit.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 1
In this chart, as in tho e following, the continuous line indicates for
each variety the entire time when flowers were open for the first period.
The dots indicate the time during which flower of the second period of
opening were shedding pollen and the dashe show the intervals of opening and closing before and after pollen was beino- shed. As a rule the
pollen was being shed most abundantly near the middle of the period
covered by the dots.
T·h is chart is a record of the flower behavior of 18 varietie for one and
the same day. .After a minimum of 57° during the preceding night and
an early morning fog the day was clear and breezy with a maximum
temperature of 85° reached sometime after noon. This record is typical
for days of good weather during February, 1925, in Florida.
Every variety studied on this day had two sets of flowers open as indicated. For Perfecto, Grande, and Harmon, there was a short interval
when pollen was being shed while -first-period flowers were slightly open,
otherwise there was no overlap of first-period flowers open while secondperiod flowers were open and shedding pollen, and no opportunity for
self or close-pollination. Thu in avocados, the normal flower-behavior
greatly limits self-fruitfulness.
The varieties fall into two groups. Those of one oToup (A ) are female
in the forenoon and male in the afternoon. The other ( Group B) are
male in the forenoon and female in the afternoon. There is thus a most
decided adaptation for reciprocal cross-pollination between certain varieties of the two groups.
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EXPLANA'rroj. OF CHART 2
·On this day the closing of all sets was observed except for Fuerte,
Estelle, and Taft's Golden for each of which the et of firsts had not
fully closed at the hour of 8 :00 P. M., when the late t observations for
the day were made.
For a few varieties (Atlixco, Grande, Surpri e, Panchoy, and Fuerte)
there was an interval of about fifteen minutes when some pollen of econdperiod flowers was being shed and first-period flower were either losing
or opening. But for each of these the climax of the first period and the
maximum of pollen-shedding were some four or more hours apart. As
indicated, Collinson shed no pollen, which i a characteristic of this
variety.
For Fuerte the set of firsts remained open all night and until about
10: 00 A. M. of the next day and the second opening of thi set with
pollen-shedding occurred on the 11th. For Estelle and Taft's Golden the
set of firsts evidently closed for a period during the niO'ht or only partially closed to open fully on the next day as second-period and pollenshedding flowers.
It will be observed that for several varieties at the bottom of the list
of B varieties there was an interval of everal hour . between the closing
of the set open in the forenoon and the opening of the afternoon set.
This is a marked and normal characteristic of these varieties.
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EXPLANATION O:Ir CHART 3
Comparison of this record for March 10th with that for the preceding
day ( CHART 2) shows a delay on the 10th of from one to two hours in
the clock hour when the firsts started to open. The relative behavior of
the varieties, however, remains quite the same. This general shift of
opening to later hours was due to the fact that the night preceding the
10th was several degrees cooler than were the nights of the 8th and
the 9th.
As here shown, the varieties at the lower end of Class B are most
easily thrown into irregular blooming particularly in the opening of a
set for the :first period. It was almost 6 :00 P. M. when this set started to
open on Trapp and evidently this set failed to open on Estelle and Taft's
Golden.
A delay of several hours in the opening of flowers by any variety may
thus occur from day to day as a result of slight deviations from previous
night temperatures. The delay is, however, quite general and uniform
throughout, so that the relative behavior of the different varieties remains
remarkably the same.
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EXPLA ~A'rIO OF CHART 4
As the season advances to more hours of daylight and higher temperatures the periods of openinO' for all varieties tend to shift to earlier clock
hours. This is readily seen where one compares the record of thi chart
with that of February 24, especially noticing the hours for those varieties in bloom on both the e date .
It is quite possible that such variations may have a decided influence
in determining the time during the entire season of bloom when the
pollinations are most readily made and when they are mo t effective in
fruit-setting. It is to be noted that even as late as March 18, for some of
the B varieties (Taft 's Golden, Trapp, and Polloc~) the set of firstperiod flowers open so late in the afternoon that their pollination is difficult for the reasons that at that hour pollen of A varieties is very scarce
and that the insects which work during the day are now decidedly
inactive.
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EXPLANATION OF CHART 5
Different types of flowering cycles for avocado flowers are here shown
diagramatically. The different conditions through which sets of flowers
pass are traced for a period of sixty hours. This shows the complete cycle
for at least one set and for such other set or set a may be in action
during this time.
The first or female anthesis is indicated by the continuous line beginning at a bar. ·Dashes and dots indicate the second opening. The interval between the two periods of opening is shown by the letter c. The
entire cycle of flower action extends from the bar to the x. Sets continuing from previous days or continuing later than the close of the 60
hour period of the chart are indicated by the arrows.
The cycle of dianthesis typical of A varieties normally covers about 36
hours. It begins in the early forenoon and ends in the late afternoon of
the following day. The female and the male openings are separated by
an interval of about 24 hours during which the flowers are closed. The
sequence of sets each with this behavior brings two different sets into
bloom each day.
Normally all B varieties have flowers in the second or male anthesis
open during the forenoon and flowers of the first or female opening open
in the afternoon. The cycle typical of different varieties may, however,
be quite different. For some (see B 1) the cycle covers only 24 hours or
less and only one set is in action at a time. For others (see B 2) the
cycle of sets extends over 48 hours. The interval between the development of the pistil and the maturity of the stamens cover about 24 hour .
For -certain varieties a single et of flower may, at least under certain
conditions, divide into two groups of flowers as shown at B 3. One group
complete the cycle in 24 hours and the other completes it in 48 hour .
All the different types of flowering cycles here shown may xist when
the daily alternation of all the varieties is quite normal. Under abnormal and off-stride blooming the cycles of sets are, of cour e, also very
irregular.
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EXPLANATION OF CH.ART 6
A drop in temperature on March 3rd to a maximum of 77° and a
minimum of 46° (about 10° lower than the maximum and the minimum
of the previous days) gave the irregular behavior in flower opening
recorded in this chart.
On the 4th, the varieties which normally open firsts in the forenoon
( Group A) went through their daily sequence quite normally and quickly
with only a delay of about an hour in tarting compared with the record
of the previous week. The varieties heading the list of the afternoon
first-openers were also near normal stride, but Hardee, Winslow on, Pollock, Estelle, Trapp, and Taft's Golden, produced a set of single-opening
flowers (indicated by +) which had entirely skipped the first-opening
on the 3rd. These flowers shed pollen feebly and those of Trapp shed no
pollen at all. Fuerte and Harmon had a set in first-opening continued
from the preceding day for a time in the morning, so the e varieties had
three different sets open during the day. Estelle and Taft's Golden produced no first-period flowers and Trapp only a few up to the hour of the
last observation at 8 :00 P. M.
With the rising temperature of the afternoon of the 4th and the night
following, the flower behavior on the 5th was more nearly normal with a
noticeabJe shift to earlier hours of the day. On Trapp nearly all of the
flowers shedding pollen were flowers of a single opening and all those for
Estelle were evidently of this type of opening. For this day the set of
firsts for Trapp and Estelle tarted opening shortly after 7 :00 P. M.
which was after dark.
For only a few varieties and for a short time only (see where dots
overlap the continuous line) was there an opportunity for close-pollina~
tion.
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EXPLA JATIO OF CHART 7
These records for February 12 and 13 show ome of the most extreme
off-stride behavior observed in Florida during the sea on of 1925. The
weather during the 9th and 10th wa warm with maximum temperatures of 84 ° and 91 °. On these days the record of flower behavior were
almost identical with that of February 24, shown in CHART 1. Heavy
rain on the night preceding the 11th and a shower on that afternoon were
followed by clear colder weather and strong northerly winds. The maximum day temperatures were 64 ° on the 12th and 69 ° on the 13th and
on the night preceding the 13th there was the only fro t experienced
during the months of February and March in the orchards where the
observations were made.
The openings of both first- period and second-period flowers were delayed or even omitted and when they did open the closing was delayed
so that in most cases the set or et open in the afternoon continued thu
over night (as shown by the arrows) and most of the following day. On
the 12th, only one set of flowers opened for most varieties; in the A group
the set of first- period flowers opened late and except for Solano remained
open all night and into the next day. The econd-period set for the B
varieties also opened late and remained semi-open all night, becoming
more open the following day and sheddino- pollen and closing at the hours
indicated.
The two sets of flower , which fo favorable weather would have opened
and closed on the 12th, took two day for opening. The fir t-period set
for each of the B group was delayed 24, hours. The two sets which in the
normal sequence would have opened on the 13th were delayed in opening
until a later date.
During much of this time flowers of both sets were only semi-open
with feeble and incomplete action of flower parts, and low, irregular and
incomplete shedding of pollen. 1"here was on the 13th a period when the
first-period flowers overlapped pollen sheddino- for Atlixco, Grande,
Wagner, Fuerte, Harmon, Win low on, and Pollock. During such flowerbehavior there is, it would seem, chances for self-pollination but the extent to which flowers in such off-stride bloom can function is not yet
determined.
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CHART 7
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EXPLA ATION OF CHART 8
These records obtained in California illustrate how the flower behavior of a sinO'le tree may vary from day to day in response to weather
conditions.
On May 5th, the daily alternation and sequence of the two sets of
flowers were quite normal for all six varieties.
The day of May 17th was preceded by cloudy weather with some rain
and with lower than usual temperatures. ,.The day was .cool and mostly
cloudy. The daily sequence for the three A varieties was the reverse
of the normal. For them, in the forenoon, second-period flowers delayed
from the previous afternoon were open and in the afternoon first-period
flowers delayed from that forenoon were open. For each of the B varieties second-period :flowers opened in the morninO' as is normal for thi
group but they remained open all day, shedding pollen poorly. Only
flowers of this set opened on Linda but for Queen and Panchoy a set
of first-period flowers delayed from the previous afternoon were open all
forenoon.
Inclement weather continued until the early forenoon of the 19th
when the clouds cleared and the temperatures rose decidedly. On this
day each of the three A varieties had three sets open; (1) a set of secondperiod in the forenoon continued or delayed from the previous day; (2)
a set of first-period flowers delayed from that forenoon, and ( 3) a set
of second-period flowers drlayed for that afternoon. Of the B varieties,
Queen and Panchoy had only one set of :flowers which had probably
skipped a previous opening. But Queen had three sets in nearly the
reverse sequence of the three sets of opening on the A varieties that day.
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EXPLANATIO N OF CHARrr 9
Here are grouped the records for the variety Taft for the different
days of observations during the season of 1925. These records are all
from observations made on one tree with, however, frequent check comparisons on numerous other trees of. thi variety. As shown there was
only one day (March 11) when the firsts of the forenoon were all fully
closed before the seconds started to open. _'J.1here was, however, but one
day (February 25) when the latter were observed to shed pollen for a
short time while fir ts were still open.
A few days of unusually warm weather early in the sea on of bloom
brought the periods of opening rather early in the day. Then cooler
weather came and the hours of openings were decidedly later in the
day, but from then on to later dates there wu a t ady advance to earlier
hours as indicated, with, however, variations from day to day with deviations in weather.
In only one set of flowers was there a noticeable irregularity; the set
in the second period of opening on the afternoon of March 3rd remained
open over night and shed some pollen early the next forenoon.
The record shows a most decidedly exclusive opening of the two sets
with extremely rare chances for any close-pollination.
This variety has first-flowers opening in the forenoon. These flowers
close about midday and remain clo ed all afternoon, all night, and all the
next forenoon. Thus they open and shed pollen in the afternoon some
25 hours after the first closing and apparently some 26 hours after the
point of highest receptivity for proper pollination. Self-pollination
seems almost impo sible in this variety and in others with similar flower
behavior. It is not surprising that a tree of the Taft variety set very few
fruits in the tenting test and that isolated trees and solid block of the
Taft variety should be repeatedly shy in bearing.
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EXPLA JATIO r OF CHART 10
As shown here in. this record for the season, the trees of Trapp under
observation went through the season of bloom without a ingle moment of
time when firsts and seconds were open together. The seconds shed their
pollen during the forenoon and were through and fully clo ed ( ee upper
view in PLATE 27) from 45 minutes (February 10) to a long as three
hours (March 2nd) before the firsts began to open. There was on the
basis of this record never a chance for close-pollination.
In comparison with most other varieties of Class B the Trapp has the
first-period anthesis start late in the afternoon when there is only little
pollen being shed from A varieties and when the activities of the insects
usually working avocado flowers are greatly reduced. Frequently the
firsts open after .dark but on most days they were fully clo ed when observations were made as late as 9: 00 P. M., and with one exception they
were fully closed when observations are made before 7 :00 o'clock A. M.
the following day.
In off-stride bloomino- a set of flowers in the second period of opening may remain open and shed some pollen for the greater part of two
days (see February 12 and 13th) durino· which no first open. A set
which skipped first opening may open as singles the next day but fail
entirely to shed pollen (see March 4th), or such a set or part of a set may
shed some pollen ( ee record for March 5th) .
If fruit will set on trees of the Trapp without cross-pollination, it
seems certain that the opening of fir ts late in the afternoon with the
next opening on the following forenoon, in this variety at least, favors
self-fertilization. It is, however, possible that some fruit may set without
any fertilization.
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